USING THIS GUIDE
We designed this devotional as a way to help you enter into God’s promise of
eternal life in Jesus Christ. The spiritual journey of the Christian Year begins not
with the gift of Christmas, but our longing for his advent – his coming, his arrival,
his appearance. Following Christ, in all its strangeness, begins with waiting. Israel
waited for God’s promises in the desert of exile, the scattered disciples waited
in agony before the resurrection, the church huddled in confused, prayerful
anticipation for the coming of the Holy Spirit; and even now we wait with all the
broken pieces of this world in our hands, for the fullness of Christ’s presence in
His return.
The advent season assures us that He does fulfill his promises, even in exile. He
does emerge from all this death to find his scattered friends. He does arrive with
fire in all the invigorating, unifying power of the holy spirit. And so he will come
to us again. But before our souls are ready to feast on all the goodness of God
which could make us new, we must first be awakened to our hunger. We must
make room. We will not receive what we do not want. And so these 40 days of
readings and prayers are meant to whet your appetite – but they are not the meal.
Each reading comes with instructions for prayer that are intended to open our
ears to hear, open our eyes to see, soften our hearts to want and empty our hands
to embrace the person of Jesus Christ. He is our Christmas feast, the subject and
object of all human longing, freely offered by God.
Join us on our journey through advent into the joy of Christmas. Enter these
practices. Empty yourself of all that is not God. Wait for Christ to come to you,
hidden in all the ordinariness of childbirth, approaching with all the tenderness of
a child, with all the empathy of one who sets his own life aside to enter yours. And
in receiving him, you will find yourself in the peculiar position of being so full of
love that you can do nothing but give.
THEMES
This guide is organized around the four themes of advent – hope, peace, joy and
love. The quotes, readings and prayers of Advent are designed to gently carry
your soul through each need. You will be encouraged to think not only of your
own need for these things, but those of our church, city and world. When we
arrive at the Christmas season the meditations offered in this guide will shift to the
ways in which Christ has fulfilled all these longings.

QUOTES
Throughout this guide you will find reflections quoted from various sources. These
thoughts are aimed at stirring your heart to directly engage God in prayer and
contemplation. Consider using these words as a point of entry to gently transition
your heart into prayer.
THE GOSPEL READING
This year we are centering both our advent and Christmas reflections around a
single text: Matthew chapter 2. This is the account of Jesus’ birth speaks powerfully
to the world in which we find ourselves. Each of us deal with the tragedies of
our own stories; but these take place in a larger context of a bitterly divided
political system, badly damaged religious institutions and pervasive corruption,
all magnified by the deafening blare of social media. Hope has waned. And in the
meantime violence is everywhere – mass killings rage at home while the borders
of countries around the world foam with people desperate to escape the terror
in their own lands. Joy seems inappropriate. And all of this powerful fear and
division would render love a fragile and foolish thing – if not for God’s response.
The birth of Christ in Matthew 2 speaks good news to a world like ours and a story
like yours. Each theme begins with some questions to consider as you meditate
on this story.
PRACTICING ADVENT
Entering into the journey of Advent involves taking on practices designed
to empty oneself for the purpose of receiving Christ anew. Traditionally those
practices involve prayer, fasting and works of charity. The Advent readings will
contain specific instructions for different kinds of prayer aimed at stirring your
longing for God. For those unfamiliar with these forms of prayer, please refer to
the short instructions at the back of this guide.
LECTIONARY READINGS
The lectionary is a traditional cycle of readings from the Bible which attempt to
immerse us in the story of God over 3 year period (labeled A, B and C), following
the seasons of the Christian calendar. We have taken the Year C lectionary
readings for each Sunday in Advent and given instructions on how to process
them throughout the week. The Scriptures offered for the 12 days of Christmas
follow the daily readings from the lectionary. Readings typically contain an Old
Testament text around God’s promise, a psalm to guide one’s heart, a piece of
instruction from the epistles and a gospel reading to connect these things to
Jesus. Together they are meant for us to see our own stories, both individually and
as a church, along the grain of God’s story.

WEEK ONE

HOPE
Our God is a God who sees the suffering of his people.
That is the assurance of Advent: God sees our need, our
sadness and our doubt. He sees our inner taskmasters who
push us to become faster and better, to achieve more, to
become more perfect, and to look good to everyone else.
These taskmasters oppress and overextend us. As Lord and
leader of his people, God is also our liberator. When God
rules inside of us, others stop ruling us. We are no longer
ruled by our needs and passions. When God rules inside of
us we become truly free.
– Anselm Grün
The kingdom is not some inner sanctuary, but rather the
kingdom is an alternative world, an alternative people, an
alternative politics.
– Stanley Hauerwas
Read Matthew 2 and make room for hope in a world of power
•

Matthew says that God sent Jesus “in the time of Herod”. Whoever’s “time” it is gets
to determine reality. What convinced people (including Herod) to think that it was
“his time”? How does God show whose “time” it really was in this story? How do
politicians of every party continue to claim it’s “their time”?

•

The fact that Herod is threatened by God’s presence in a baby reveals how fragile his
power really is - what does comparing God’s power to Herod’s power say about the
true nature of power?

•

How does God use power in the story (in the things he does, the people he chooses,
the places he acts, his motives for acting, the way he rules) and how does Herod use
it? How might the difference give us hope in hopeless circumstances?

There were rumblings of hope that elicited eagerness and curiosity in some, while
stirring fear and desperate attempts to preserve control in others. For Joseph and
Mary, when the Hope of the world emerged tangible and real, it was embodied in
the form of a child. For King Herod, hope was a threat. He desired to squelch out
the Hope of the world and in doing so, the hope of the future - our children. Even
when Joseph and Mary’s homeland became unsafe and unfamiliar - they were
still tasked with keeping both their hope in a promised savior and the child Jesus
alive. The two were inextricably linked.
Perhaps, we too can relate to this situation as we consider the increasing lack of
security in a world that feels more and more unrecognizable. For many, our justice
system feels broken, privacy feels like a lie, our children feel at high risk in school,
and more and more people die by suicide or drug/alcohol related causes. We
would like to get away from it all, to disconnect, even isolate ourselves. This is
not always obvious; sometimes we throw ourselves into distractions of otherwise
good things, to avoid a difficult reality. Even without meaning to, we perpetuate
hopelessness or misplace hope and give rise to moral crises and a further fractured
society.
However, Jesus’ arrival in the form of a defenseless child, raised on the run,
reminds us to consider our children, the hope of the future. As Richard Morgan of
UNICEF said, “Children and young people are the makers of a future sustainable
world, and, measures of their progress will also be the markers of that world.”
Whether we have children of our own or not, they are present, observing, learning
from our beliefs and hopes. It fuels their progress and lays the foundation for a
future world. Right now, our children’s progress demonstrate increased despair
and ‘deaths of despair’ (as coined by researchers), measured by stunning rates of
anxiety/depression, death by suicide or deaths related to drug and alcohol abuse.
When despair is overcoming our children, we have to ask ourselves, do we believe
Jesus is the one hoped for and in? Do we live in a way that communicates a real
hope to our children?
Like Mary and Joseph, we too are entrusted with keeping hope in the promise of
Jesus as well as our children alive in spite of heavy adversity. His promises are just
as real as the brokenness in this world, acknowledging, as the passage repeatedly
reminds us, that what was said was fulfilled by God. Our hope in Jesus transforms
from a thought, want, desire or dream into something tangible. Tended to like
a child, our hope grows and matures into fulfillment. Hope breaks us out of
helplessness, apathy, and denial. When we hope in Jesus, all the other objects
of our hope - systems, processes, policies, principles, people and so forth, find
their rightful place. Instead of deaths of despair, let us live in hope trusting that
everything we hoped is already here.

PRACTICING HOPE
Hopelessness and alienation can snowball into deep crisis in isolation, where fears
can leave us feeling controlled or paralyzed. Richard Morgan advises “voicing our
fears can be the first step in overcoming them.” Reflect on when and how you
feel despair, i.e., are you fearful or resigned by the thought that this is how it will
always be? What is your immediate response or reaction to the feeling of despair?
Sharing your reflections with others you trust; can be hopeful on your behalf and
offer truth.
1. Many of the world’s problems feel so daunting and impossible to change from
our location or with our talents. This week, Do something small that is one
step in the direction of what you desire to see. I.e. donate a small amount or
item to a charity, call a congressperson, or reach out to a local nonprofit to
explore volunteer opportunities.
2. Spend time seeking out stories from someone you know or from one of the
resources below about struggling with despair. Explore how you might be
a light or reminder of hope with them (if it is someone you know) or to that
person (if using the resource below). Consider pursuing this practice with a
young person or peer. If you are a young person, reach out to a trustworthy
adult for a reminder of hope.
A) https://up2sd.org/learn/personal-stories/
or https://up2sd.org/young-adults/learn/personal-stories/
B) https://goo.gl/5z5ESF
LECTIONARY: Allow these readings to strengthen your heart to hope

Jeremiah 33:14-16
• Waiting for God to act can be painful and recognizing his work can be tricky,
since he does not use power like human rulers do. Focus on this truth through
centering prayer. Suggested phrases: “The day will come”; “He will do what is
just”.
Psalm 25:1-10
• Christian hope isn’t in an idea, but in a person. Allow this passage to draw your
heart into a conversation with God through Lectio Divina: 1) lectio (reading),
2) meditatio (thinking), 3) oratio (praying), 4) contemplatio (resting in God’s
presence) and 5) actio (obedience)
1 Thessalonians 3:9-13
• The Church is an alternative to the politics of this world which exists beyond
borders, governments or even time itself (as the church is made of those both
living and dead). Using extemporaneous prayer, pray for how Bread & Wine
might become a place of refuge for those still living according to the old order
of this world.
Luke 21:25-36
• To be transformed by the promise of Christ’s coming requires that you hold the
cares of this life loosely rather than allowing them to weigh you down. Ready
your heart for his coming through discerning prayer.

WEEK TWO

PEACE
“If you want peace, you don’t talk to your friends. You talk
to your enemies.” – Desmond Tutu
Lord Jesus Christ, you stretched out your arms of love
on the hard wood of the cross that everyone might come
within the reach of your saving embrace: So clothe us in
your Spirit that we, reaching forth our hands in love, may
bring those who do not know you to the knowledge and
love of you; for the honor of your Name. Amen. (Book of
Common Prayer)

Read Matthew 2 and make room for peace in a world of violence
•

What must Herod do to secure his version of peace and what does this have to do
with our world’s political strategies for peace?

•

Notice how religion (v. 4-5), knowledge (v. 7), deception (v. 8) and killing (v. 16) are
all driven by competitive violence. How does our world make violence sacred? How
do our relationships become competitive and fearful, and how might this result in
relational, emotional, sexual and physical kinds of violence?

•

How does God’s promise of a shepherd king contrast with Herod’s kingship in this
story? In your story?

•

How does God’s refusal of violence in this story shape his protection of the holy
family? In your family?

•

How does the vulnerability of God’s appearance as a child reveal his commitment to
a peace without violence? What price is he willing to pay for that commitment to us?
What price are you willing to pay?

At risk of losing his power to the Messiah and fearful of revolt, Herod enacted
a genocidal attack on Bethlehem. His fury required an outlet; the slaughter
of baby boys would catapult families into a despair that couldn’t fight back.
Powerful people fear disruption of whatever enables them - systems, structures,
laws, money, etc - and too often their chosen method of self-preservation is
unspeakable violence against the most vulnerable. We can observe and mourn it
today in many forms; the rise of nationalist governments, warring factions for holy
lands, and our innocent children being gunned down in their classrooms. Those
who promise protection and care can in turn to enact the most pain; one in every
six women are physical, sexually, or emotionally abused by an intimate partner in
their life. Last year in Multnomah County that statistic applied to 28,000 precious
tired souls.
Some may look at such great atrocities as outside of their experience. But fear,
shame and anger are emotions well known to our hearts, and when withheld
from the redemptive work of Christ can whip themselves into both intra-personal
and interpersonal violence. Such manifestations are countless, for example acts
of physical self-harm, purposeful exclusion of others, or biting words designed
to wound deeply. We live so steeped in violence that at times we may not even
recognize its face or impact. Lifting our eyes to the ways such violence impacts our
relationships and communities is a required step on the road to peace. Buddhist
monk and pacifist Thich Nhat Hanh’s poem Inter-relationship highlight this act of
love towards ourselves and others:

You are me and I am you. Isn’t it obvious that we inter-are?...
You cultivate the flower in yourself   so that I will be beautiful.
I transform the garbage in myself so that you do not have to suffer.
Enacting and enduring daily violence is not what God desires for His creation - A
promised peace has come into the world in the person of Jesus, inviting us to
set aside our fear and self-loathing, and lay down our vicious means. God’s word
paints a beautiful picture of what could be when all is appropriately placed at the
feet of the Prince of Peace, “I will make peace your governor and well-being your
ruler. No longer will violence be heard in your land, nor ruin or destruction within
your borders, but you will call your walls Salvation and your gates Praise” (Isaiah
60:17-18).
PRACTICING PEACE
1. Who have you harmed in the last week, either by word, action or inaction?
Pursue peaceful reconciliation by seeking forgiveness, first from the Father
and then from the person who was harmed. Encourage your children to
engage this practice as well by teaching them about Matthew 5:23 - 24.

2. We have a role in peace not only when we pursue reconciliation, but when we
respond to someone’s remorse with forgiveness. The acronym REACH (http://
www.evworthington-forgiveness.com/research/) may serve as a guide. If you
are not able to make peace immediately, its okay to say you need time and
ask the Lord to make your heart ready.
3. Those who have violence perpetrated against them need allies to see their
pain and walk alongside them. Take time this week to learn about systemic
violence impacting our community. Some options may include racial disparities
in police use of deadly force or city displacement of people living outside.
Reflect with a trusted person about what it might mean to pursue peace
considering what you have learned. (http://www.dismantlingracism.org/)
Like Mary and Joseph, we too are entrusted with keeping hope in the promise of
Jesus as well as our children alive in spite of heavy adversity. His promises are just
as real as the brokenness in this world, acknowledging, as the passage repeatedly
reminds us, that what was said was fulfilled by God. Our hope in Jesus transforms
from a thought, want, desire or dream into something tangible. Tended to like
a child, our hope grows and matures into fulfillment. Hope breaks us out of
helplessness, apathy, and denial. When we hope in Jesus, all the other objects
of our hope - systems, processes, policies, principles, people and so forth, find
their rightful place. Instead of deaths of despair, let us live in hope trusting that
everything we hoped is already here.
LECTIONARY: Allow these readings to make room in your heart for God’s peace

Malachi 3:1-4
• The peace of God does not depend on fire raining down on our enemies as much
a it does His refining fire in our community, consuming in us what stands in the way
of forgiveness. Pray an examen prayer seeking his refining fire that would enable
you to forgive as Christ has forgiven you: 1) become aware of God’s presence,
2) review your day, 3) ask the Spirit’s guidance, 4) review your day together with
Christ 5) Listen to His instruction
Luke 1:68-79
• There can be no true peace in a world of violence – inner peace, peace with
others, peace with enemies, political peace – without forgiveness. Allow this song
to draw you into God’s promise of peace in the mercy and forgiveness of Jesus
through Lectio Divina (divine reading).
Philippians 1:3-11
• If the church is the place that Jesus reigns as the prince of peace, enforced by love
and sacrifice instead of violence and coercion, are we submitting our relationships
to his rule? Pray a discerning prayer to discover where in our relationships we are
and are not submitting to the Lordship of Jesus.
Luke 3:1-6
• The sure promise of God’s peace depends on His work of forgiveness and the
turning away from ourselves. Meditate on the personal, relational and political
peace which flows from God’s forgiveness and our repentance with centering
prayer.

WEEK THREE

JOY
O brethren, I beg and pray you in the name of God’s
compassion, believe in the Gospels and in the witness of the
Holy Church, and you will, while still here on earth, savour
the blessedness of Paradise. For the Kingdom of God is
within us; with the love of God the soul knows Paradise.
Many princes and prelates abandoned their thrones when
they came to know the love of God. And this we can
understand, because the love of God is a consuming love
– it gladdens the soul to the point of tears by the grace of
the Holy Spirit, and no earthly things can compare with it
- Silouan of Mount Athos

Read Matthew 2 and make room for joy in a world of grief
•

Why does Herod’s fear and control guarantee grief and pain for others?

•

How is joy possible in a world where the innocent, inconvenient and helpless are
mercilessly slaughtered? Where is this happening in our day?

•

How could the birth of The Child possibly answer to Rachel’s inconsolable weeping
for her children? Are joy and grief ever compatible?

•

What is the connection between worship and joy in this story? In your story?

•

What does this child represent to the magi, that it would bring them such joy?

•

How do their gifts demonstrate the wise men’s joy? How do ours?

Jeremiah prophesied the mourning that would come after Herod’s attack on
the children of Bethlehem; “A voice was heard in Ramah, weeping and loud
lamentation, Rachel weeping for her children; she refused to be comforted,
because they care no more.”. Such deep pain cannot be mended or explained
away, this is the mourning of loss upon loss. The women of Israel were familiar
with sorrow, they had seen violence, persecution and death enacted against their
children for generations. Like many oppressed communities they learned that
sorrow will not be replaced, rather it is a mark of raucous sin in the world.
Many of the communities who have experienced the most sorrow also engage
abundant life, whether it be rich cultural celebrations, boisterous family lives, or
fantastic expressions of art and music. Broderick Greer describes this vivacious
phenomenon in the black community, “And yet, black joy remains...‘Undead,
unchained, and fearless.’” Like those in Ramah, many oppressed communities
refuse to be silent or allow for adversity to define their existence. We see
evidence of this even in Psalms like the fourth, sixth and fortieth. The vocalization
of experienced trouble and sorrow makes room for the deeper truth of Jesus’
solidarity, His ‘divine presence’, and ultimately for redemption, not death, to
define our existence. Holding onto joy is a great act of resistance - an active trust
that there are still pieces of life in which to find beauty, delight, and redemption,
despite the forces of evil and death trying to snuff it out. Joy refines the edges of
sorrow, shaping it in a way that makes it able to be carried.
We each carry sorrow, whether collective as described or individual. Child abuse,
death of a loved one, depression, bullying, infertility, and so on. Sometimes our
sorrow can cause us to feel alone and isolated. The pain potential of human life is
vast! Joy doesn’t require a dismissal of this pain, rather the gospel invites us to see
how God puts a beautiful edge on death and darkness. This brave space, where
sorrow is rightly placed in the hand of God and man takes steps into joy, brings
one face to face with the death and resurrection of Jesus.
PRACTICING JOY
1. If you hold membership in a community of people who have experienced
collective pain (perhaps cultural, racial, institutional or gender oppression),
consider meeting with a small group honor the common hurt experienced
and celebrate the humanity Jesus claims over you.
2. You, or someone you care about, may have experienced loss in 2018.
Use the advent season and the coming new year to find a creative way to
commemorate this significant life event with them (this could be a great family
activity was well!)
3. Take time this week to discover how marginalized and oppressed communities
express their existence. When engaging in this exercise, consider: what are

your perceptions on how they reflect and express their experience of adversity
and sorrow? Joy? (Below are some suggestions for how to engage - perhaps
as a family.)
• Listen to hymns or spirituals created by oppressed ethnic communities
such as African, Native American, or Jewish pieces. Then, spend time
creating your own psalm confessing sorrow as well as how you experience
joy. However, instead of silence, we encourage you to share this in
community with others.
• Visit one of Portland’s many murals painted in tribute to victims of personal
or collective violence. Leave a symbol of joy (especially if you don’t
perceive an expression of it). Speak a prayer over the city for healing.
(Options: MAX stabbing victims at Halsey Trimet stop, people living with
depression at 1601 NE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, or the Vanport Flood/
gentrification in the Albina neighborhood)
LECTIONARY: Allow these readings to open your heart to joy
Zephaniah 3:14-20
• God’s promises can inflate withered hearts with joy not just because deliverance
is ultimately coming, but because He has hidden signs of it even in the midst of
our despair. A tiny, shimmering light in the vast blackness for the magi to follow, a
powerless refugee family in the shadow of empire, the forgotten words of an old
prophecy which stoked the flickering hopes of an insignificant, scattered tribe – all
pointing to a wailing infant, whose fragile cries foreshadowed an untimely death,
the most personal sign of God’s presence possible. Direct your heart into the joy
of God’s presence with a centering prayer.
Isaiah 12:2-6
• Joy springs from God’s refusal to shrink back from human evil. Because He is Love
Itself, He continues to invite the world into vulnerable relationship by becoming
vulnerable. Read Isaiah 12:2-6 and pray an extemporaneous prayer for your
friends, neighbors and co-workers who do not yet know the joy of Christ.
Philippians 4:4-7
• The fruit of joy in Christ’s salvation is gentleness, confidence and peace; those
whose hearts have found what they desire in Christ and the nearness to God He
brings have no need to be harsh, because they are not desperate. They have no
need to be worried, because they know that their hard circumstances are not
God’s displeasure. Offering each moment in prayer creates a peace that can’t be
easily destroyed. Pray a prayer of discernment to discover where your joy is.
Luke 3:7-18
• The good news of God’s presence and solidarity with us wasn’t joyful for everyone
who received it. In Matthew 2, for example, Herod was far from joyful. Those
who resist his presence experience anger, despair and fear when he makes
himself known. Seek to understand your own response to his presence through
imaginative prayer.

WEEK FOUR

LOVE
The love of God, unutterable and perfect, flows into a pure
soul the way that light; rushes into a transparent object.
The more love that it finds, the more it gives itself; so that,
as we grow clear and open, the more complete the joy of
heaven is. And the more souls who resonate together, the
greater the intensity of their love, and, mirror-like, each
soul reflects the other. – Dante Alighieri

Read Matthew 2 and make room for love in a world of loneliness
•

Compare the gift of God’s love in The Child to Herod’s slaughter of children in this
story. Both acts highlight vulnerability, the first in a way that is moving and the second in a way that is terrifying. How does the first make vulnerability look strong and
the second make vulnerability look weak? What are the times in your story you have
felt the power of vulnerability and the terror of it?

•

The joy of the magi and the fear of Herod point to the Child’s power to overthrow all
the powers of this world. How does the Child demonstrate God’s plan for the love of
God to conquer the world without destroying it?

•

In the story Herod dies and the Child survives, illustrating that the gates of hell will
not prevail over God’s people. Think about how the promise of Jesus’ salvation will
help you outlive the forces that seek to destroy you.

•

- Notice how the love and worship of God form a network of support under the nose
of Herod. How might the church function this way to keep you connected to the love
of God? How might you help keep others connected to the love of God?

Not even the most romantic rendering of the Nativity could hide the reality that
as a baby, “the Son of Man has no place to lay his head” (Matthew 8:20). A
census forced the betrothed Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem, where no one and
no place stood prepared to welcome them. In the celebratory climax of Matthew
2 the Magi find the young child and Mary settled in a home, yet their stability
was fleeting. We read on to discover they flee to Egypt that very night. With
no place to belong, literal survival as a constant goal, and discreetly raising the
Messiah, this little family’s entire existence was marked by transience, secrecy and
a perpetual loneliness.
No matter how we identify, humans are cultural beings aching to belong. Even
when we are forced by terrible circumstances to flee or remove ourselves from
familiar places, we do so not just searching for security. Our innermost hope is
to find a home where we are truly loved, full of warmth, acceptance and intimate
relationship. This is the experience of refugees, immigrants, foreign exchange
students, ethnic minorities in dominant cultures, people escaping toxic families,
and the list goes on - all homeless and isolated, struggling to find a place where
they no longer feel like a stranger. In a city of transplants and transients like
Portland, we are all so unknown to one another. Unfamiliar with one another’s
rules and social cues...wearied by the impermanence of connection...overcome
by our differences...shut in by a silent struggle with pain… our society excels at
building shame and fear until silos of fake familiarity flourish and total isolation
sets in. When finally in relationship with someone who cares to ask, many of us
could (ironically) tell the same story.
God among men, it was not Jesus’ expectation to find a home in this world or to
be truly accepted. Rather he left His place of truest belonging and a completely
fulfilled relationship with the Father to cross into our culture and empty himself
entirely. He endured discomfort willing to forbear with those who did not
understand him. He did not just spend time with people in familiar silos; he saw the
whole of those of his culture and outside of it. Rooted in regular communion with
his Father above, he poured love out, welcoming the lonely, sick, sinful, rejected
and misunderstood alike into a place where all strangers would be children of
God. Ultimately rejected by his community to the point of death on the cross, he
turned to love and welcomed us into his eternal family. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another (John 13:4) - His charge to us is to do no less.
PRACTICING LOVE
1. Reflect on where you experience loneliness in your life and the specific factors
that contribute to the isolation. Identify someone you trust or are willing to
practice vulnerability with and share how you are desiring to be known. Take
the next stop towards connection to ask about their experiences as well.

2. Jesus’ own early life was marked by displacement and the loneliness that
comes from being a stranger and having a different story. Cultural celebrations
like Christmas inherently spotlight feelings of isolation for those alone, how
many folks don’t have a family or community to be with for the holidays? Is
there a seat for one more person at your table?
3. Social Researcher Brene Brown defines vulnerability this way, “Waking up
every day and loving someone who may or may not love us back, whose safety
we can’t ensure, who may stay in our lives or may leave without a moment’s
notice, who may be loyal to the day they die or betray us tomorrow – that’s
vulnerability.” Let radical hospitality be the first step towards this radical
vulnerability. Did this quote bring someone to mind? Invite them into your
home this week, do so without expectation.
LECTIONARY: Allow these readings to prepare your heart for love
Micah 5:2-5a
•
The hope of this passage is that those who have been damaged by the world would
dwell secure in the love of God. Express your desire to be shepherded by God, to
be one of God’s children, to be fed by Him and to be secure in His love even in
the face of evil. Pray this for yourself, your church and your neighbors and friends in
extemporaneous prayer. Read Micah 5:2-5a while holding in your mind all those who
need God’s love.
Luke 1:46b-55
•
God’s love makes connection with others possible only when we understand how he is
for us. Ask God to show you how His coming in Jesus is the promise of His presence,
empathy, protection and delight in us through a Lectio Divina (divine reading).
Hebrews 10:5-10
•
The natural response to a heart that has received the “love that moves the sun and
stars” (Dante’s description of God) is to be moved to fulfill the desires of the One who
loves us. This passage speaks to the way Jesus has won our hearts to God by doing
the Father’s will. Pray a prayer of discernment to discover the ways in which you are
avoiding or obeying the Father’s will.
Luke 1:39-55
•
The good news of God’s presence and solidarity with us wasn’t joyful for everyone who
received it. In Matthew 2, for example, Herod was far from joyful. Those who resist his
presence experience anger, despair and fear when he makes himself known. Seek to
understand your own response to his presence through imaginative prayer.

SEASON OF

CHRISTMAS
He by whom all things were made was made one of all
things. The Son of God by the Father without a mother
became the Son of man by a mother without a father.
The Word Who is God before all time became flesh at the
appointed time. The maker of the sun was made under the
sun. He Who fills the world lays in a manger, great in the
form of God but tiny in the form of a servant; this was in
such a way that neither was His greatness diminished by His
tininess, nor was His tininess overcome by His greatness.
– St. Augustine, Sermon 187
“Jesus is Lord, and everything else is bullshit.”
– Stanley Hauerwas
The whole concept of God taking human shape had never
made much sense to me. That was because, I realized one
wonderful day, it was so simple. For people with bodies,
important things like love have to be embodied. That’s all.
God had to be embodied, or else people with bodies would
never in a trillion years understand about love.
– Jane Vonnegut Yarmolinsky

LECTIONARY: Allow some of these passages to direct your heart to Christ using
your choice of Lectio Divina, centering prayer, extemporaneous prayer, discerning
prayer, examen prayer or imaginative prayer. Note how God may be calling you to
act on what you have discovered in prayer.
December 25: Isaiah 52:7-10; Psalm 98; Hebrews 1:1-4; John 1:1-14
December 26: Psalm 148; 2 Chronicles 24:17-24; Acts 6:1-7; 7:51-60
December 27: Psalm 148; Proverbs 8:32-36; John 21:19b-24
December 28: Psalm 148; Isaiah 54:1-13; Revelation 21:1-7
December 29: Psalm 147:12-20; 1 Chronicles 28:1-10; 1 Corinthians 3:10-17
December 30: 1 Samuel 2:18-20, 26; Psalm 148; Colossians 3:12-17; Luke 2:41-52
December 31: Psalm 147:12-20; 1 Kings 3:5-14; John 8:12-19
January 1: Ecclesiastes 3:1-13; Psalm 8; Revelation 21:1-6; Matthew 25:31-46
January 2: Psalm 147:12-20; Proverbs 1:1-7; James 3:13-18
January 3: Psalm 72; Job 42:10-17; Luke 8:16-21
January 4: Psalm 72; Isaiah 6:1-5; Acts 7:44-53
January 5: Psalm 72; Jeremiah 31:7-14; John 1:10-18

FORMS OF PRAYER
DISCERNING PRAYER
Discerning prayer is the offering of one’s soul to God for evaluation, allowing him to search
it and reveal your true state in order that you might rest in what is good and yield what is
not good into his loving hands.
1. Lay this text over your life asking whether your emotions, attitudes, relationships,
goals, tasks, desires, and actions align with its truth. Do not be concerned to acquit or
condemn yourself, simply attempt to state, with gentleness, what is true.
2. Your soul has a state and a trajectory – it can either be in a state of consolation (or
closeness to God) or desolation (or distance from God) and it can be moving toward
consolation (toward God and his ways) or toward desolation (away from God and his
ways). Discern the state of your soul using the following as a guide.
3. If you find yourself in consolation, sit with the goodness of God in your story, name
it and meditate on how you might go deeper into it, concluding with a prayer of
gratitude. If you find yourself in desolation, sit in God’s compassionate understanding,
looking for when you began moving away.
4. Conclude with prayer to see God’s loving invitation to relationship and affirmations
that he will hold you until consolation returns.
EXTEMPORANEOUS PRAYER
Extemporaneous prayer is the spontaneous outpouring of the soul to God, raising concerns
and petitions as they arise in the heart. You can follow a format if you like, (move through
categories like adoration, confession, thanksgiving, supplication; or use the lines of the
Lord’s prayer, etc) – but the content of prayer is the unspooling of whatever is in your heart.
Close your prayer in the name of God (“in Jesus’ name” or “in the name of the father, the
son and the holy spirit”).
EXAMEN PRAYER
Examen prayer is offered in order to help the soul cultivate a deeper and more pervasive
awareness of the God in daily life. It works in five stages:
1. Become aware that you are in the presence of God
2. Review all the previous moments of your day – the sights, smells, tastes, experiences
and people you encountered – in chronological order, with gratitude
3. Go back to the beginning, this time asking the Holy Spirit to put your hand in God’s
and prepare you to go through it again
4. Begin at the beginning of your day, but this time walk through the day together with
Him as a conversation partner, noting where you were close to God and when you
were far, when you were loving to others or not, when you were at your best and worst,
etc.
5. Listen to God’s encouragement, concern and instructions and resolve to draw closer to
him, others and the best version of yourself based on what the Spirit has taught you.

LECTIO DIVINA
Lectio divina is an ancient practice of reading which attempts to hear God speaking directly
to the heart through Scripture. It takes place in 5 stages:
1. Lectio: Read the psalm slowly, listening for a sentence or two which speaks to you. If
nothing stands out to you, continue re-reading slowly, offering your life to the words
as you read.
2. Meditatio: When you are struck by a word or phrase, pause to think about what those
words mean to you. What is God saying about himself, you or your circumstances?
Why does he want you to hear this?
3. Oratio: Respond to God’s word to you in the honesty of your own heart. Enter into
conversation with God.
4. Contemplatio: Regardless of who has the last word in your dialogue with God, finish
the conversation with silent rest in his pure love for you.
5. Actio: From the place of rest in his grace, consider what it is God might like you to do
based on your conversation. Journal it or talk to a friend about it so that you others
might help you discern the work of God.
IMAGINATIVE PRAYER
Imaginative prayer places yourself inside a story or text in order to begin seeing yourself
and your life in the story of God, which is the true story of the world. Though it can be
done in any story of Scripture, it has traditionally been focused around the Gospels, as we
attempt to move closer to Jesus. Read a story from the Gospels and place yourself in the
scene. Where are you? Are you a spectator or one of the characters in the story? What is
happening around you? What do you see, smell, taste, touch or feel? Who else is present?
What sounds are happening all around you? Where are you in relationship to Jesus? What
are your feelings, thoughts, concerns about what he is saying or doing? How might you
respond to what you are experiencing? Speak your response directly to God and close your
prayer with a request for Christ to continue to be with you.
CENTERING PRAYER
Centering prayer is the contemplation of God’s truth in His loving presence. It is done by
quieting one’s mind from wandering, gently guiding the soul back into the presence of
God with a word or short phrase that aligns your heart with His. Repeating this phrase is
draws one’s attention back into the center of His love. Find a quiet place to bring yourself
before God. Set aside 15 minutes to sit in His presence, closing your eyes and breathing
deeply as you remind yourself that total peace on earth through Christ is certain. When
your mind begins to wander or anxious thoughts invade your mind, use your chosen word
or phrase from these verses to guide your soul back to the truth.

Into this world, this demented inn, in
which there is absolutely no room for
him at all, Christ comes uninvited. But
because he cannot be at home in it,
because he is out of place in it, and yet
he must be in it, his place is with those
others for whom there is no room. His
place is with those who do not belong,
who are rejected by power because they
are regarded as weak, those who are
discredited, who are denied the status
of persons, tortured, exterminated.
With those for whom there is no room,
Christ is present in this world. He is
mysteriously present in those for whom
there seems to be nothing but the world
at its worst.

Thomas Merton

